A Romanian diplomat woman, H.E. Nicoleta Teodorovici appointed in 2015 as the
Consul General of Romania in Dubai , strongly believe in her mission to protect the rights and
interests of Romanian citizens, to develop Romania's economic, commercial, tourist, cultural and
scientific bilateral relations with the United Arab Emirates, to establish and support a continuous
dialogue with Emirates counterparts to find the common ground for fruitful cooperation and
successful joint projects, to highlights the national values, culture, history and traditions, as well as
to improve the friendly relations with the host country.
,, Representing Romania, my beautiful country, is a great honor, United Arab
Emirates being an emerging pole of business development, especially in areas such as global trade,
tourism, cargo transport, industrial projects with advanced technology, digitalization, innovation,
IT&C , artificial intelligence, food security, education & research“’.
She managed high-level working visits of the Romanian Prime Ministers and
ministers of the Romanian Government, high level delegation of United Arab Emirates in the home
country, and has experience in creating opportunities for investors interested in Romania, providing
them her full support to both government and private companies, as a part of her daily routine, and
also she really enjoy to sustain the Romanian companies that want to develop their successful
business in United Arab Emirates .”
,,As a diplomat in Dubai I can say that is fascinating to be part in building
collaborative relationships between Romania and United Arab Emirates that has had a fantastic
evolution since its foundation on 1971. It is an extraordinary experience and always must to be
prepared , to anticipate correctly, to be rigorous and flexible and to identify the essence of things. At
the same time, diplomacy as a profession is a big challenge itself. Diplomats have to be well-versed
in numerous skills: stress resistance, quick reaction, creativity, life-long learning, analytical thinking,
sense of humor, concentration, attention, constant application to the subject of negotiation or
discourse as well as permanent self-development. I believe diplomacy it is about professionalism,
passion and patriotism”.
H.E. Nicoleta Teodorovici took her natural love for exploring places, culture,
civilization, geopolitics and connecting people and earned a Bachelor's degree in geography and
tourism and also expand her horizon of knowledge, following her passion for diplomacy , with
graduation of Romanian Diplomatic Institute, as well pursued masters in communication & public
relations, marketing & business communication, political marketing, which helped her to activate in
top management in private sector and government administration .

